Supplemental material 2: Estimation of the background distribution for perfectly conserved gene pairs
We estimated the background distribution of the EC score given that the genes in each pair have exactly the same expression domains, by splitting a compendium into two equal halves and then comparing them using the ICC methodology. This is done to get an estimate on the effect of expression variation in our compendia on the EC scores. Thus by dividing our compendium into two equal halves, one should theoretically expect that each gene pair is assigned a value of 1, signifying perfect expression conservation. Due to many factors, such as condition or measurement variation in the two compendia, this is unlikely to be the case.
However when dividing the compendium, there are several procedures that one can follow. The most basic method of dividing is by randomly assigning each condition measurement to one half. This is likely the method used by Dutilh et al. (Dutilh et al. 2006) to calculate the influence of the experimental conditions on the correlations in the expression context. In this case, our results match those found by Dutilh et al. as the expression is strongly conserved between both compendium halves (full green line in figure S2a).
Unfortunately a potential problem with this set-up, is that a single compendium might have multiple measurements for the same or similar conditions and that by randomly assigning them, these measurements might get split up. As this distribution is used as a base line for a comparison between two different species, this might not be very realistic: One cannot expect the expression measurements for different species to have happened for similar conditions or even in the same experimental set-up. Thus randomly dividing the measurements might underestimate the possible variation on the EC score. One possible solution is by forcing the division to group entire experiments as much as possible in a single half. In the context of this manuscript, the term 'experiment' refers to the definition used in the COLOMBOS database (Engelen et al. 2011 ) where a single experiment are all the expression measurements attached to a series in GEO or ArrayExpress (and thus usually linked to a single publication). This grouping results in a different solution for the background distribution (dashed green line in figure S2a) and shows that the variation was indeed underestimated in the previous approach. In this case, the EC score can be as low as -0.5 for genes which should display perfect expression conservation. This is most likely the result of the difference in measured conditions between the two compendia as this is the main difference between the two approaches detailed in this analysis. Furthermore this effect becomes more pronounced in smaller compendia (data not shown). Thus despite the ICC methodology allows for comparison between compendia with different experimental conditions, the final scoring is still effected by these differences. Figure S2a : Density plots of the EC score between the E. coli and S. Typhimurium compendia (blue) and for the calculated background distributions with no conservation (red) or perfect conservation (green). The green dashed line is the result of splitting the E. coli compendium in two by randomly dividing the experiments, while the full green line is the result of dividing the compendium by randomly dividing every contrast.
An additional way to exclude the possibility that the noisiness of the EC scores is caused by the microarray technology as opposed to the influence of different biological conditions is by evaluating the coherence of genes belonging to the same transcription unit and thus the same transcript. Based on the annotated transcription units (TUs, as described in COLOMBOS) that are conserved between E. coli and S. Typimurium, we calculated the difference between the EC score of the first gene in a TU and those of the other genes in the same TU. We did this for each TU that had 2 or more genes; the distribution of these differences in scores is plotted in the histogram below: Figure S2b : Histogram of EC score difference between the first and subsequent genes in conserved TUs.
From this analysis we can conclude that:
 Differences are very low (< 0.2) for the majority of TUs, meaning that genes in the same conserved TU get similar EC scores. This variance is thus insufficient to explain to lager variation in the randomized EC scores.  The minority of cases where the difference is larger are TUs with known internal promoter or terminator structures or strong effects of degradation along the TU (i.e. expression values of the TU genes change progressively along the direction of the TU).
Supplemental material 3: Estimation of divergent and conserved gene fraction in the core genome of E. coli and S. Typhimurium
The EC scores for the comparison of the E. coli and S. Typhimurium compendia show a bimodal distribution. This might not be unexpected as some genes in the core genome can be expected to have retained their expression domains, while others have diverged. Given the two background distributions, one where the expression domains have remained the same and another where they have been randomized, it may be possible to get an estimate for the fraction of conserved and diverged genes. Assuming each background distribution a representation of either conserved or diverged genes, one can assume the contribution of each distribution to the found EC scores as a measure for the fraction of either gene group. There are several ways to calculate this contribution, but we will show that they all show similar values.
Contribution based on sample mean
A simplistic but robust calculation of the potential contribution is to calculate and compare the means of each distribution (those of the two backgrounds and of the found EC scores). For N values x in each sample, the mean is given by the following formula:
The contribution of the conserved background (and thus of the conserved genes) f cons can then be defined as:
The found fraction of genes with conserved expression domains for the given background distributions and the EC scores then corresponds to 72%.
Contribution based on adding densities
Converting the found distributions into probability densities makes them intrinsically comparable. To create these density curves, we use a kernel smoothing density estimation algorithm as supplied by Matlab 2008a over the range [-1, 1] . These densities can be found in Figure 1 . As we wish to estimate the fraction of either background distribution to the found distribution, this can be considered equivalent to a weighted average of the densities to create a mixture probability density:
To approach the most likely fraction of the background distribution to the found EC distribution, we can try to find the combination of densities that leads to the p cd that is most similar to p EC . This can be accomplished by iterating over all possible values of f cons , calculating the p cd and comparing p cd to p EC . However the metric of this density comparison has a large effect on the end result. If the Euclidean distance is used, an f cons value of 78% achieves the shortest distance. In the case of the Pearson correlation, an f cons value of 73% was found to create the most similar p cd .
Contribution based on subsampling
Another approach consists of sampling a fraction of random values from each background distribution equal to the number of expected conserved and diverged genes. The created distribution can then be compared to the found EC distribution, in this case with a two-sample KS-test. We then vary the fraction of the sampling from either background to find the most optimal fraction. Perhaps unsurprisingly, a fraction of 72% conserved was found to be the optimal solution as this is indeed the created distribution with the same mean as the found EC distribution.
Supplemental material 4: Expression correlation clustering on the full expression compendia

Expression correlation clustering on the full E. coli transcriptome
The full E. coli micro-array compendium has 4218 genes which have measured expression values for more than half of the conditions present. If we perform the same analysis to calculate the correlation classes as described for the core compendium, we get the result presented in figure S3a. Like the core compendium we again find three distinct correlation clusters. Each of these is labeled FEcl (Full E. coli class) plus a number. The FEcl gene sets can now be compared back to the Ecl gene sets of the core compendium. This results in the following As can be seen, the cluster content can be largely mapped between the gene sets. Only some of the Ecl1 genes map to either FEcl2 or FEcl3 in this case, and some of the Ecl3 genes are present in FEcl1.
Minor switches are not unexpected as the genes are grouped based on their correlation towards all other genes in the compendia. The full compendia is 1400 genes larger than the reduced and this is a large enough increase so that some genes swap clusters. However the general trend remains the same, FEcl1 and FEcl2 are still most similar according to the distance measure as can be seen in the constructed tree. Gene ontology information shows that FEcl2 is also enriched for genes involved in cell division (p-val = 7.3E-12) and biosynthetic processes (p-val = 3.9E-14), FEcl1 for cell motility (pval = 3.3E-14), and FEcl3 for catabolic processes (p-val = 1.1E-6). The largest gain of genes compared to the core compendium was FEcl2 which is about 1000 genes larger than Ecl2.
Expression correlation clustering on the full S. Typhimurium transcriptome
The full S. Typhimurium micro-array compendium contains 4524 genes with expression values for more than half of the measured conditions. Repeating the same analysis for correlation cluster discovery as before, we achieve the result presented in figure S3b. Like the core compendium clustering, the correlation clusters of the full S. Typhimurium genome are more complex than that of E. coli. While it depends strongly on the chosen distance cut-off, one can still distinguish five sets that seem to have very different correlation patterns. These five clusters can be compared back to the reduced clusters from the main text. In this case, the clusters cannot be mapped in a one-to-one manner. The Scl2 and Scl4 genes are now merged into a single cluster, FScl1. This is not surprising given their related functionality and the short distance they had in the core compendium. Indeed FScl1 can still be found to be enriched for the same functionalities, such as chemotaxis (p-val = 6.8E-9), translation (p-val = 7.5E-36) and nucleotide biosynthesis (p-val = 5E-7). The general stress-related cluster, Scl5 seems to largely map to FScl3 and indeed FScl3 can be found to be enriched for response to stress genes (p-val = 7.6E-10). The two other clusters, Scl1 and Scl3, have now been divided over two or three clusters. Despite its strong correlation pattern, we found no significant ontology enrichment for FScl4, except heterocycle biosynthetic process (p-val = 7.3E-6). FScl2 on the other hand was enriched for various process, such as transport (2.2E-5), anaerobic respiration (p-val < 1E-60) and vitamin biosynthetic process (8.5E-5). Interestingly, almost all genes from FScl5 that are present in the core compendium end up in Scl3 and the genes from FScl5 are found to be enriched in pathogenesis (p-val = 5.1E-11), conjugation (p-val = 1E-8) and cell adhesion (p-val = 9E-10). 
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